Contributing to restore competitiveness in Italy

Overview


Who are
we?



Action Institute is an independent actionable policy oriented Think Tank («Action Tank»). It
consists of a group of high-quality and distinguished professionals who work exclusively on a
personal and pro bono basis.
̶

Working Groups consist of CEOs, Divisional Heads, Partners, Professors, Members of
Institutions (65% Alumni Ivy League Universities).
̶

Experts based in Milan, Rome, London, New York, Luxembourg, Brussels and Paris.

Action Institute was founded as a civic response to the social and economic crisis that hit Italy
in 2011
It offers Government Institutions diversified competences and an access to comparative and
global best practices.
̶

It offers Government Institutions a dialogue with a counterparty characterized by a strong
civic passion, that is credible and independent.
̶

It aggregates and provides a platform for the country best intellectual energies to contribute
and share their knowledge/ideas.

Why
Action?

̶

Our
Mission



Identify innovative solutions to re-launch the competitiveness of the Italian System.



Achieving an impact through the involvement of the institutions, the creation of consensus
around policy proposals and the identification of realistic paths of implementation.
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Values
1

4





Value



Strict selection of members/
experts (integrity, expertise, “give
back” culture)



Strict guidelines/ peer review
mechanism for the definition of
proposals

Impact
Identification of practical,
actionable and impact solutions

Creation of consensus and
implementation paths on the
proposals
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Independence



Non-partisan



No affiliation to any political party



Experts have to disclose
potential conflicts of interest

Dialogue
Sharing proposals with the
Institutions to:


Create consensus



Adapt them to their needs



Draw implementation
paths
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Positioning
Italian Think Tanks…
Action Institute wants to get
over the old concept of Think
Tank that in Italy:
a. Is positioned as a pure
research center and
focuses on the production
of theoretical frameworks
of difficult
implementation;
b. is often financed by a
political Party to
legitimate its choices;
c. is often detached from
the real and crucial
problems of the country;
d. Represents short-sighted
and narrow-minded
points of view.

…and how Action Institute wants to be different
Action Institute:
a. It is independent and bipartisan;
b. It identifies and promotes practical, feasible and highimpact solutions;
c. It engages on a voluntary (pro-bono) and personal basis
experts that have a clear vision not only of solutions but
also of the stickiness that need to be overcome;
d. It actively pursues influence and impact;
e. It makes itself available to institutions to shape actionable
paths of implementation and to create consensus;
f. It adopts a «glocal» perspective, with access to
comparative and global best practices;
g. It aims to translate complex economic and social issues
into understandable terms for the benefit of public
opinion;
h. It aims to promotte positive leadership models.

Key People 1/2
CARLOTTA DE FRANCESCHI – Co-Founder, President and Member of the Steering Committee of
Action Institute. Carlotta is a Senior Economic Advisor to the Italian Prime Minister. She has 12
years of working in Investment Banking between New York and London (Goldman Sachs, Morgan
Stanley, Credit Suisse). Carlotta holds a degree in Business Administration from Bocconi University
and an MBA from the Harvard Business School.

ALESSANDRO PIOL – Co-Founder and Member of the Steering Committee of Action Institute.
Alessandro is Co-founder and General Partner of AlphaPrime Ventures in New York. He has been
involved in the technology sector for over 30 years. Previously Partner of Invesco and founder of
AT&T Ventures. Alessandro holds a BS and MS in Computer Science from Columbia SEAS and an
MBA from the Harvard Business School.

GUIDO TABELLINI - Member of the Scientific Committee. Guido is professor of economics at
Bocconi University, where he has also been Rector. He chairs the Steering Committee of the forum
“Ideas for Growth”, Bocconi University. Guido holds a degree in Economics from Università di
Torino and a PhD in Economics from UCLA.
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Key People 2/2
ALBERTO ALESINA - Member of the Scientific Committee. Alberto is professor of Political Economy at
Harvard, where he served from 2003 to 2006 as Chairman of the Department of Economics. Alberto
holds a Degree in Economics from Bocconi University and a PhD in Economics from Harvard.

MICHAEL SPENCE - Member of the Scientific Committee. Recipient of the 2001 Nobel Memorial Prize
in Economic Sciences, Michael Spence is professor at New York University Stern School of Business. He
holds a B.A. from Princeton, a B.A./M.A. from Oxford and a PhD in Economics from Harvard.

STEFANO VISALLI – Member of the Steering Committee and Finance Team of Action Institute. Stefano
is partner of Onyx a turnaround fund based in London. Prior to that he’s been at Mckinsey for 20 years
where he was the director responsible for the Public Sector Southern Europe and for the Banking Sector
in Europe. Degree in Economics from LUISS Guido Carli University and MBA from Insead.

PAOLO DE SANTIS – Healthcare Team of Action Institute. Paolo is responsible for the Health practice of
Generali. Prior to that he was 18 years with Mckinsey where he was the partner responsible for Health
Practice in the Mediterranean Cluster. Paolo holds a degree in Economics from "La Sapienza" University,
Rome, and a PhD in Economics from Columbia.
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What we have achieved: Impact
Proposals

Impact
The key elements of the proposal “Improve Credit Flow to SMEs through a Systemic Credit
Enhancement” are incorporated in the 2013 Budget Law
Formal Hearing (June 2013) at the Joint Commissions Budget (V) and Social Affairs
(XII) of the Lower House
Dario Scannapieco (June 2013), Vice-President of the EIB, a joint effort with the EC to
utilize structural funds for public guarantee programs to SMEs (“SME Initiative”)
Formal Hearing (September 2013) at the Finance Commissions (VI) of the Lower
House

Contributions
to the reform
process

ECOFIN (November 2013) Saccomanni Economy Minister

Feeds in the
istitutional
processes

European Council (November 2013) Letta Prime Minister
“DestinazioneItalia” (December 2013) Zanonato Minister of the Economic Development
Antitrust Authority (February 2014) President Giovanni Pitruzzella
Cassa Depositi e Prestiti (May 2014) announces it will seed a VC fund of funds with
€100 million of capital
Antitrust Authority (July 2014) incorporates “The Healthcare Roadmap 2030” into the
annual recommendation for the competition law bill
The Italian Government (July 2015) shows formal interest to the European Commission
to participate in the “SMEs initiative”

What we have achieved: Global Ranking

Join us
What is our
Junior
Fellow
Program?



Action Institute selects every year a small number of uniquely qualified individuals with strong
academic and leadership potential.



The Junior Fellows are called to contribute to the strategy, development and management of the
Think Tank.



The Action Institute Junior Fellow Program offers to potential young leaders:

Why join
the
Program?



What are
we
looking
for?

•

A platform to contribute to and influence the European and Italian policy debate.

•

The opportunity to contribute to a fast growing impact organization.

•

The opportunity to join a powerful network that drives change.

Action Institute wants to attract:
•

Young high-potential leaders who strive to have a transformational impact on our society
and share a strong culture of “give-back.”

•

Who share the Action values of integrity, excellence, independence, intellectual rigor
and teamwork.

•

Who are open, internationally minded and believe in a constructive dialogue.
APPLY TO

recruiting@actioninstitute.org
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About us: Selected case study “Credit Proposal”
Improve access
to credit for
Small and
Medium
Enterprises
(«SMEs»),
reducing their
costs

March – April ‘13
Selection of
members of the
team and proposal
elaboration

May – June ‘13
Collection of
comments of
endorsers and
institutions

Creation of a investment vehicle with European structural funds that adopts the experience of
the Guarantee Fund and ensures SMEs portfolios weighting on banks’ balance sheets





Portfolio “Credit Enhancement”:


capital relief



possibility of refinancing portfolios at the ECB

€120-150 billion for new credit





July 11 ‘13
Proposal
publication

Substantial less cost for banks, subsequently transferred to firms (100-250bps)

September 6 ‘13
Formal Audition at
the Lower House
(Finance
Commission)

July 18 ’13
ECB changes the
parameters of the
collateral of portfolios with
high rating (haircut
between 16% and 10%)

October 15 ‘13
The Ecofin Council discusses the
proposal «SME Initiative» aimed at
assigning European structural funds for
portfolio guarantees from January 2014

September 16 ‘13
Presentation of the
proposal to the
Institutions at EIEF
of Bank of Italy

October 24-25 ‘13
The European
Council discusses
and widens the
SME Initiative

July ’15
The Italian Government
shows formal interest to
the EC to participate in the
SME Initiative

December 23 ‘13
Partial adoption of the
proposal within the
Law 27 December
2013, n. 147 (2014
Stability Law)

About us: Selected press coverage

About us: Selected press coverage
Isabella Bufacchi, July 11 2013
From the new SME Fund, loans for 150 billion: this is the zero cost proposal for the State
“This proposal will be presented in the next days at the Lower House (Finance Commission) by Action Institute, an Italian independent and
apolitical think tank that counts in its scientific committee Guido Tabellini, Alberto Alesina and the Nobel Prize Michael Spence. The
creation of this special fund “will allow to reduce the credit costs for SMEs by at least 80-100 basis points and to supply up to 100 billion of
new credit without burden on banks’ equity”, said Carlotta De Franceschi, co-founder and President of Action Institute.”
“On balance, as computed by Stefano Visalli, coordinator of the credit area of the Action-Tank, a healthy small enterprise operating in Italy
has a relevant competitive disadvantage with respect to a German or French one: a SME borrowing from banks an amount equal to 30% of hi
turnover, incurs a greater burden from the cost of capital comparable to an increase of labor cost by 3%.”

Guido Tabellini, July 12 2013
Guarantee Fund
“60% of European structural funds addressed to Italy for the period 2007-2013 has not been spent, yet. This amounts at about 30 billion. Added
to this amount, there are structural funds allocated for the period 2014-2020, that still have to be spent and amount at about 55 billion. These
resources should be used primarily in the credit policy, as recently suggested by Action Institute in its proposal on the creation of a Guarantee
Fund for SMEs loans.”

Federico Fubini, December 17 2013
“Action Institute has identified the entrepreneurs able to revive our Country for long hidden and paralyzed by recent trauma. […] Among the
seventy members of Action Institute there are also enterprises born a few years ago and capable of millions of turnover. Despite taxes,
bureaucracy or recession.”

About us: Selected press coverage

